The Stupid People among us are making jokes about United States Attorney General William Barr’s sudden appearance playing the bagpipes.

What they don’t know is that that is a worldwide signal to the Scottish Templars to go to war and aid him in his duty, whatever that duty is.

The wheels of a massive and ancient Brotherhood are now turning and will turn until God or another Grandmaster cancels "The Calling".

Whether it’s good or bad, I will leave that to all of you to determine in the days and weeks to come.

Considering that it was a Scottish Templar corporation doing business as "The United States of America, Inc." that began all this corruption and criminality on our shores, it doesn't look good that the same basic organization-- three generations removed-- is now mobilizing.

That, together with the resurgence of US Navy influence in military affairs, indicates a British Empire impetus to do something --- but against who and what --- is not yet clear.

With the eyes of the entire world now focused upon them--- and rather jaundiced eyes, too-- they need to be called to righteous action instead of the usual guile that has made Perfidious Albion famous since 1302.
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